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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose a new approach to visualization of software repositories that allow users to search and explore software projects in virtual reality. In provided environment, respective information structures are mapped to interactive 3D objects. We assume that such transformation of information space to its visible representation will enable the users to gain problem domain knowledge subliminally during the explorations, and that the acquired knowledge will help them to fulfill future tasks more effectively.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
Software developers often reuse source code of existing open-source projects to develop a new software product [Dubinsky et al. 2013]. Source code of these projects is usually available in public repositories. In order to reuse it, developers have to first localize relevant fragments and understand how they work. Thus, feature location and code comprehension are required and necessary.

Feature location [Beck et al. 2015] across multiple repositories is usually realized by the direct search method. Efficiency of the direct search depends on quality of user defined query. To increase the quality, multiple approaches try to assist the user during query formulation and refinement or try to expand the query automatically [Beck et al. 2015]. However, none of these approaches try to explain the search results or problem domain to the user. He will not learn how to define more efficient queries in the future, only the supportive tools might become smarter. Appropriate search result visualization can both make searching more efficient and help users to understand the search results [Beck et al. 2015]. Moreover, visual representations are perceived in parallel, while traditional textual representations are processed sequentially (by reading).

Another problem related to the direct search is that the user does not always know what information he is looking for, or he is not able to express his need by a simple query. In these cases, exploratory search is required. Although there are several approaches that try to reduce the efforts required during the exploratory search [Rozenberg et al. 2016], [Greene et al. 2017], a huge amount of extra effort is still required to understand the related problem domain.

2 OUR APPROACH: VIRTUAL BUT VISIBLE REPOSITORIES
We propose a new approach1 to visualization of software engineering data that supports exploration of search results and source code repositories in interactive virtual environment. The key idea behind our approach is to transform abstract information space to its virtual but visible representation. In such environment, users search and explore source code fragments and repositories via direct interactions with corresponding virtual objects. We assume that due to required interactions with objects that encode relevant information structures, the users will subliminally gain problem domain knowledge that will enable them to formulate more efficient queries in the future or even support them in program comprehension.

For these purposes, we propose and utilize the new real-life metaphor in which set of repositories is represented by a planetary system. Visualized planets either represent repositories relevant to the submitted query (see Figure 1-1) or otherwise related repositories (e.g. repositories with common author or topic). Each planet provide semantic view of a corresponding repository (see Figure 1-2). In addition, selected characteristics of a repository are mapped to visual properties of the planet to support parallel perceiving during the exploration. To observe the structure of the underlying software system, static and dynamic aspects or evolution, users can switch to the city view, where parts of the system selected in planetary view are visualized using the city metaphor (see Figure 1-3). Detailed description of the city metaphor is provided in [Vincur et al. 2017].

The semantic view consists of interactive world clouds that form the surface of the planet. These world clouds visualize semantic clusters obtained by the method proposed by Vincur and Polasek [Vincur and Polášek 2017]. Clusters identified by this method provide three layer hierarchy, where the first layer consists of classes extracted from the source code, the second provides groups of related classes with common medoid approximation and the third represents the resulted clusters. Each layer is represented by multiple word clouds that are positioned using treemap algorithm (tile size is proportional to the sum of weights of all corresponding
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1Video footage of our approach. https://youtu.be/UnLD10BrRdg
terms, see Figure 1-2). Word clouds are linked between layers and so any word cloud can be selected and expanded into corresponding set of word clouds from the previous layer.

During search sessions, selections made in semantic view limit the search space to the corresponding group of classes (search results filtering). Similar behaviour is achieved by selecting whole planets as well (search support across and within repositories). Each tile of a word cloud is colored according to the similarity of contained classes to the submitted query (see Figure 1-2). Colors vary from green to white. Green tiles are the most similar, while white tiles are not similar at all. The color of words represents their similarity to query based on Wordnet’s path similarity (the darker - the more similar, see Figure 1-2). During explorations, semantic views provide effective overview of repository since semantic clusters enable users to understand a system’s domain upon first contact.

Visual properties of the planet reflect chosen characteristics of a software repository that might be useful during explorations (see Figure 1-1). The size of the planet (radius) is proportional to the physical size of a repository. Clouds in atmosphere of a planet signalize that these repositories do not have their own project sites. The background color of a planet encodes the date of the last update of the repository (from red to blue, blue planets are most maintained and red planets are dead - least maintained).

The layout of a planetary system varies depending on the use case scenario. During the exploration of search results, constant number of the most relevant repositories are sorted by their score and corresponding planets are positioned in a circle. In the resulted layout not only the order of the search results is preserved, but also the relative similarity (i.e. how similar are other repositories to the same query, see Figure 1-1). During the exploration of repositories related to the common GitHub topics, all repositories are visualized and their position is calculated in the same way. During exploration of user’s or organization’s repositories, score of a repository is substituted by its other characteristic (e.g. physical size, date of creation).

Resulted virtual environment is presented to the user using HMD HTC Vive. Interactions are realized using Vive’s controllers (similarly as in [Vincur et al. 2017]). Navigation in scene is realized by the motion cues as in real environment (e.g. walking). Additional interactions options and informations are available via UI attached to the controller (text inputs, settings, modes, transformations, search results details). The user can also manipulate the objects presented in virtual environment, grab them, change their initial rotation or position and so organize them as he wishes during the exploration.

3 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have proposed a new idea to transform information space to its virtual but visible representation in order to support the user during various tasks. We focused on feature location and exploratory search and we demonstrate our vision on described early prototype.

The main questions are if provided features of our new visualization could provide more efficient way of exploring software repositories, better support a parallel perceiving of search result attributes and maximize comprehension of software knowledge for reusing. All these questions should be answered and evaluated. We have an opportunity to realize the evaluation as a part of a new big industrial insurance software project for Australia and Europe, proposed to our university by international software company.
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